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Abstract. In this paper we define the so-called .k;h/-convex function which is a natural general-
ization of the usual convexity, the s-convexity in the first and second sense, the h-convexity, the
Godunova-Levin functions and the P -functions.
Some regularity and Bernstein-Doetsch type results are investigated for .k;h/-convex func-
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the paper of B. Micherda and T. Rajba [22] were introduced the notions of
k-convex set and the .k;h/-convex functions in the following way:
Let k W .0;1/! R be a given function. Then a subset D of a real linear space X
will be called k-convex if k.t/xCk.1  t /y 2D for all x;y 2D and t 2 .0;1/.
Let k;h W .0;1/!R be two given functions and suppose thatD X is a k-convex
set. Then a function f WD! R is .k;h/-convex if, for all x;y 2D and t 2 .0;1/,
f .k.t/xCk.1  t /y/ h.t/f .x/Ch.1  t /f .y/:
They prove some properties of these sets and functions and gave some example
too. Now we introduce notion of .k;h/-convexity with respect to T .
Let X be a real or complex topological vector space, T be a nonempty set, such
that the following property fulfill:
t 2 T if and only if 1  t 2 T .
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For example T D f1=2g, T D ft0;1  t0g, or T is an interval (or an arbitrary subset
of R) which symmetric with respect to 1=2. Furthermore, T may be a subset of C,
but it can be a subset of Rn or Cn too.
Furthermore, let D X be a nonempty open, k-convex set (that is, k.t/xCk.1 
t /y 2D whenever xIy 2D and t 2 T ), and k;h W T ! R be given functions. We say
the function f WD! R is .k;h/-convex function, if
f .k.t/xCk.1  t /y/ h.t/f .x/Ch.1  t /f .y/; (1.1)
for all xIy 2 D and t 2 T . To avoid the trivialities and the unimportant cases, we
suppose that there exists an element t0 2 T such that
k.t0/k.1  t0/h.t0/h.1  t0/¤ 0:
In the present paper we investigate these .k;h/-convex functions. This notion
of convexity is a natural generalization of the usual convexity, the s-convexity in
first and second sense, the h-convexity, the Godunova-Levin functions and the P -
functions.
In the special cases when T D f1=2g, T D ft0;1  t0g or T DQ\ Œ0;1, the cor-
responding convex functions are said to be Jensen-.k;h/-convex, t0-.k;h/-convex and
rationally-.k;h/-convex.
The convex functions f
f .txC .1  t /y/ tf .x/C .1  t /f .y/:
are obviously .k;h/-convex functions with k.t/D t;h.t/D t .
Let h W Œ0;1! R be a given function. In the case, when k.t/ D t we get the so
called h-convex functions, which was introduced by Varosˇanec [33] and was general-
ized by Ha´zy [12]. We say that f WD!R is an h-convex function if, for all x;y 2D
and t 2 Œ0;1, we have
f .txC .1  t /y/ h.t/f .x/Ch.1  t /f .y/:
The Godunova-Levin functions were investigated in [9]. We say that f W I ! R
(where I is a real interval) is a Godunova-Levin function, if f is nonnegative and for
all x;y 2 I and t 2 .0;1/ we have
f .txC .1  t /y/ f .x/
t
C f .y/
1  t :
Some properties of this type of functions are given in [23] by Dragomir, Pecˇaric` and
Persson, [7] by Mitrinovic` and Pecˇaric`, [24] by Mitrinovic`, Pecˇaric` and Fink. Among
others, it is proved that nonnegative monotone and nonnegative convex functions
belong to this class of functions. The Godunova-Levin functions are .k;h/-convex
functions, with k.t/D t;h.t/D 1=t .
The concept of s-convexity in the first sense was introduced in [26] by Orlicz.
A real valued function f WD! R is called Orlicz s-convex or s-convex in the first
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sense, if
f
 
tsxC .1  t /sy tf .x/C .1  t /f .y/
for every x;y 2D; t 20;1, where s 2 Œ1;1Œ is a fixed number. The Orlicz s-convex
functions are .k;h/-convex functions, with k.t/D ts;h.t/D t .
The concept of s-convexity in the second sense was introduced in [2] by Breckner.
A real valued function f W D ! R is called Breckner s-convex or s-convex in the
second sense, if
f .txC .1  t /y/ tsf .x/C .1  t /sf .y/
for every x;y 2 D and t 2 Œ0;1, where s 20;1 is a fixed number. The Breckner
s-convex functions are .k;h/-convex functions, with k.t/D t;h.t/D ts .
In [2, 3] (by Breckner) and [4] (by Breckner and Orban) Berstein-Doetsch type
results were proved on rationally s-convex functions, moreover, for the s-Ho¨lder
property of s-convex functions. In [31] Pycia gave a new proof of the latter state-
ment, when f is defined on a nonempty, convex subset of a finite dimensional vector
space. In the paper [15] the authors Hudzik and Maligranda collected some prop-
erties of s-convex functions defined on the nonnegative half line. In the paper [5]
(by Burai, Ha´zy and Juha´sz) there are some Berstein-Doetsch type results on the
so-called .H;s/-convex functions.
TheP -functions were investigated in [7] by Dragomir, Pecˇaric` and Persson. A real
valued function f WD! R (where D is a convex, open, nonempty subset of a real
(complex) linear space X ) is called P -function, if for every x;y 2D and t 2 Œ0;1
we have
f .txC .1  t /y/ f .x/Cf .y/:
Some results about the P -functions can be found in [30] by Pearce and Rubinov,
[32] by Tseng, Yang and Dragomir. The P -functions are .k;h/-convex functions,
with k.t/D t;h.t/D 1.
In [1] Bernstein and Doetsch proved that if a function f WD! R (where D is a
convex, open, nonempty subset of a real (complex) linear spaceX ) is locally bounded
from above at a point of D, then the Jensen-convexity of the function yields its local
boundedness and continuity as well, which implies the convexity of the function f
(see Kuczma [16] for further references). This result has been generalized by several
authors. The first such type results are due to Nikodem and Ng [25] for the approxim-
ately Jensen-convex functions (the so-called "-Jensen-convexity), which was exten-
ded by Pa´les ([28, 29]) to approximately t -convex functions. Further generalizations
can be found in papers of Ha´zy [10, 11], Ha´zy and Pa´les [13, 14], Mako´ and Pa´les
[17–20], Maksa and Pa´les [21] and M. E. O¨zdemir, A. Ekinci and A. O. Akdemir
[27]. In the paper [8] by Gila´nyi, Nikodem and Pa´les there are some Bernstein-
Doetsch type results for quasiconvex functions.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
In the sequel let .X;k  k/ is a real (complex) normed space. We recall that a
function f WD! R (where D X ) is referred to as locally bounded from above on
D if, for each point p 2 D, there exist % > 0 and a neighborhood U.p;%/ WD fx 2
X W kx pk < %g such that f is bounded from above on U.p;%/. We assume that
k;h W T ! Œ0;1Œ.
Proposition 1. Let t0 2 T be fixed such that k.t0/Ck.1  t0/D 1 and f WD! R
be a t0-.k;h/-convex function. Then we have
.i/ if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ > 1 then f is nonnegative.
.i i/ if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ < 1 then f is nonpositive.
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary element of D. Using .k;h/-convexity of f
f .x/D f .k.t0/xCk.1  t0/x/
 h.t0/f .x/Ch.1  t0/f .x/D .h.t0/Ch.1  t0//f .x/;
which implies
0 .h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ 1/f .x/:
If h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ 1 > 0, then we have f .x/  0 and if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ 1 < 0,
then we have f .x/ 0. 
We remark, that if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ D 1, then, similarly the usual convexity and
Jensen-convexity, there is no such type result. An easy consequence of the previous
proposition is the following:
Corollary 1. Let h;k W T ! R be given functions such that k.t/Ck.1  t /D 1 for
all t 2 T , and let f WD! R be an T -.k;h/-convex function. Then
(i) if h.t/Ch.1  t /  1 for all t 2 T and there exists t1 2 T such that h.t1/C
h.1  t1/ > 1, then f is nonnegative.
(ii) if h.t/Ch.1  t /  1 for all t 2 T and there exists t1 2 T such that h.t1/C
h.1  t1/ < 1, then f is nonpositive.
(iii) if there exists t1; t2 2 T such that h.t1/Ch.1  t1/ > 1 and h.t2/Ch.1  t2/ <
1 then f is constant 0.
The proof of this result is similar to the proof of Proposition 1.
Some immediate consequences of this proposition are expressed in the following
two corollaries. The second one shows that every Breckner s-convex function is
nonnegative.
Corollary 2. Let f WD! R be a .t0;h/-convex function. Then
.i/ if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ > 1, then f is nonnegative.
.i i/ if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ < 1, then f is nonpositive.
Corollary 3. Every Breckner .t0; s/-convex function is nonnegative.
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In our next results, we deal with the boundedness property of .k;h/-convex func-
tions. We assume that h.t/ and h.1  t / are not zero simultaneously. Because, if
h.t/D h.1  t /D 0, then the .h;k/-convexity not implies the boundedness of f . In
this case we get f .x/  0 from the inequality (1.1), that is, we get only the upper
boundedness of f . The proof is analogous to those in [12].
Theorem 1. Let k;h W T ! R be given nonnegative functions and let t0 2 T be
fixed such that k.t0/k.1  t0/¤ 0 and k.t0/Ck.1  t0/D 1. We assume that h.t0/ and
h.1  t0/ are not zero simultaneously. Furthermore letD X be an open, nonempty,
k-convex set, and let f WD! R be a t0-.k;h/-convex function. Then
(i) if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ < 1 or
(ii) if h.t0/Ch.1  t0/ 1 and f is locally bounded from above at a point p 2D
then f is locally bounded at every point of D.
Proof. Since k.t0/k.1  t0/¤ 0 therefore we get k.t0/;k.1  t0/ > 0. Because of
the property h.t0/ and h.1  t0/ are not zero simultaneously, therefore, without loss
generality, we may assume that h.t0/ > 0. In the case .i/ the local upper boundedness
yields from Proposition 1. So we prove that f is locally bounded from above on D in
the case .i i/.
First we prove that f is locally bounded from above on D. Define the sequence
of sets Dn by
D0 WD fpg; DnC1 WD k.t0/DnCk.1  t0/D:
Using induction on n, we prove that f is locally upper bounded at each point of
Dn. By assumption, f is locally bounded from above at p 2D0. Assume that f is
locally upper bounded at each point of Dn. For x 2DnC1, there exist x0 2Dn and
y0 2D such that x D k.t0/x0Ck.1  t0/y0. By the inductive hypothesis, there exist
r > 0 and a constant M0  0 with f .x0/M0 such that kx0 x0k< r . Then, by the
t0-.k;h/-convexity of f , for x0 2 U0 WD U.x0; r/ we have
f .k.t0/x
0Ck.1  t0/y0/ h.t0/f .x0/Ch.1  t0/f .y0/
 h.t0/M0Ch.1  t0/f .y0/DWM:
Therefore, for
y 2 U WD k.t0/U0Ck.1  t0/y0 D U.k.t0/x0Ck.1  t0/y0;k.t0/r/
D U.x;k.t0/r/;
we get that f .y/ M . Thus f is locally bounded from above on DnC1. On the
other hand, we can show that
D D
1[
nD1
Dn:
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Since the inclusion
S1
nD1Dn D is obvious we just check the reverse inclusion. In
fact, from the definition of Dn, it follows by induction that Dn D .k.t0//npC .1 
.k.t0//
n/D. For fixed x 2D, define the sequence xn by
xn WD x  .k.t0//
np
1  .k.t0//n :
Then xn! x if n!1. As D is open, xn 2D for some n. Therefore,
x D .k.t0//npC .1  .k.t0//n/xn 2 .k.t0//npC .1  .k.t0//n/D DDn;
which the converse inclusion. Thus f is locally bounded from above on D.
Now, we prove that f is locally bounded from below. Let q 2 D be arbitrary.
Since f is locally bounded from above at the point q, there exist % > 0 and M > 0
such that
sup
x2U.q;%/
f .x/M:
Let x 2 U.q;k.1  t0/%/ and y WD q k.t0/x
k.1  t0/ . Then y is in U.q;%/. By t0-.k;h/-
convexity,
f .q/ h.t0/f .x/Ch.1  t0/f .y/;
which implies
f .x/ f .q/ h.1  t0/f .y/
h.t0/
 f .q/ h.1  t0/M
h.t0/
DWM 0:
Therefore f is locally bounded from below at any point of D. 
The consequence of this theorem is that the local upper boundedness at a point of
every convex (or Jensen-convex, or Breckner s-convex) function implies its locally
boundedness.
Corollary 4. Let f W D! R be a Jensen-convex or t0-convex function. If f is
locally bounded from above at a point ofD, then f is locally bounded at every point
of D.
Corollary 5. Let f WD! R be a Breckner .t0; s/-convex function. If f is locally
bounded from above at a point of D, then f is locally bounded at every point of D.
Corollary 6. Let f W D ! R be a .t0;h/-convex function such that h.t0/ and
h.1  t0/ are not zero simultaneously. If f is locally bounded from above at a point
of D, then f is locally bounded at every point of D.
It is a well-known fact that if a Jensen-convex function f is locally bounded above
at a point of its domain (see [1, 16]), then it is continuous on the domain.
The nonnegative monotone functions - which are not necessarily continuous - be-
long to the class of the Godunova-Levin functions (see [7,23,24]), which is a special
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class of .h;k/-convex functions. In [5] we gave an example of function which is
Jensen-s-convex, bounded and nowhere continuous.
These examples show that the t0-.k;h/-convexity of a function and the locally
upper boundedness at a point in its domain does not imply the continuity of a t0-
.k;h/ convex functions.
The next theorem provides a sufficient condition for the local boundedness to im-
ply the continuity.
Theorem 2. Let T D ftngn2N such that the sequence ftngn2N  Œ0;1 tends to 0,
as n!1. Let k;h W T ! Œ0;1Œ be given nonnegative continuous functions such
that h.tn/ and h.1  tn/ are not simultaneously zero, k.tn/Ck.1  tn/D 1 for every
n 2N and the limit conditions
lim
t!0h.t/D 0 and limt!1h.t/D 1
are valid. Furthermore letD X be an open, nonempty, k-convex set. If f WD! R
is a T -.k;h/-convex function and locally bounded from above at a point of D, then
f is continuous on D.
Proof. Since h.tn/ and h.1  tn/ are not zero simultaneously, therefore, without
loss generality, we may assume that h.1  tn/ > 0:
Since f is locally bounded from above at a point x0 2D, there exists a neighbor-
hood U at x0 and a constant K > 0 such that f .x/K for every x 2 U . Let " be an
arbitrary nonnegative constant. Then there exists n0 2N such that if n n0, then
h.tn/KC Œh.1  tn/ 1f .x0/ < ";
whence
h.tn/
h.1  tn/KC

1  1
h.1  tn/

f .x0/ < ":
Let V be a neighborhood of 0 such that x0CV  U , and let U 0 D x0Ck.tn/V . We
prove that
jf .x/ f .x0/j< " .x 2 U 0/:
For x 2 U 0 there exist y;´ 2 x0CV such that
x D k.tn/yCk.1  tn/x0 D k.tn/yC .1 k.tn//x0;
x0 D k.tn/´Ck.1  tn/x D k.tn/´C .1 k.tn//x:
Indeed,
y x0 D 1
k.tn/
.x x0/ 2 1
k.tn/
k.tn/V D V;
and
´ x0 D 1 k.tn/
k.tn/
.x0 x/ 2 1 k.tn/
k.tn/
k.tn/V D .1 k.tn//V  V:
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According to T -.k;h/-convexity of f ,
f .x/ h.tn/f .y/Ch.1  tn/f .x0/ h.tn/KCh.1  tn/f .x0/;
f .x0/ h.tn/f .´/Ch.1  tn/f .x/ h.tn/KCh.1  tn/f .x/:
We get
f .x/ f .x0/ h.tn/KC Œh.1  tn/ 1f .x0/ < " (2.1)
and
f .x/ f .x0/ h.tn/K
h.1  tn/ ;
which implies
f .x/ f .x0/

1
1 h.tn/  1

f .x0/  h.tn/
h.1  tn/K >  ": (2.2)
The inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) show that jf .x/ f .x0/j< ", that is f is continuous
at x0, which was to be proved. 
The previous limit conditions are not necessary, since in the case of Jensen-convex
functions they do not fulfill. However, the result of Bernstein and Doetsch is valid
for Jensen-convex functions.
3. CONVEXITY PROPERTY OF RATIONALLY-.k;h/-CONVEX FUNCTIONS
The following result offers a generalization of the theorem of Bernstein-Doetsch
[1], Breckner [2], Burai-Ha´zy-Juha´sz [5,6] and Ha´zy [12] for rationally-.k;h/-convex
functions.
Theorem 3. Let k;h be given nonnegative, continuous functions satisfying the
limit conditions
lim
t!0h.t/D 0 and limt!1h.t/D 1:
and k.t/C k.1  t / D 1, and assume that h.t/ and h.1  t / are not zero simultan-
eously for all t 2Q\ Œ0;1. Furthermore letD X be an open, nonempty, k-convex
set. If f W D! R is rationally-.k;h/-convex and locally bounded from above at a
point of D, then f is continuous and .k;h/-convex.
Proof. We prove that the function f is t0-.k;h/-convex for all t0 2 Œ0;1. Let
t0 2 Œ0;1 be arbitrary. Then there exists a sequence ftngn2N such that tn 2Q\ Œ0;1
and tn! t0 (when n tends to1). Applying rationally-.k;h/-convexity of f , we get
f .k.tn/xCk.1  tn/y/ h.tn/f .x/Ch.1  tn/f .y/: (3.1)
The local upper boundedness of f implies the continuity of f (according to Theorem
2). Therefore, taking the limit n!1 in (3.1), we get
f .k.t0/xCk.1  t0/y/ h.t0/f .x/Ch.1  t0/f .y/;
which proves the .k;h/-convexity of f . 
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Corollary 7. LetD X be a nonempty, convex, open set and let h W Œ0;1! R be
a given nonnegative, continuous function satisfying the limit conditions
lim
t!0h.t/D 0 and limt!1h.t/D 1:
and assume that h.t0/ and h.1  t0/ are not simultaneously zero for all t0 2Q\ Œ0;1.
If f W D ! R is rationally-h-convex and f is locally bounded from above at a
point D, then f is continuous on D and h-convex.
Corollary 8. Let D  X be a nonempty, convex, open set. If f W D ! R is
rationally-Breckner s-convex and locally bounded from above at a point D, then
f is continuous on D and Breckner s-convex.
Theorem 4. Let T D Œ0;1, k;h W T ! R be given nonnegative functions such
that k is continuous on T , and h.t/Ch.1  t /D 1. Let .t/D k.t/Ck.1  t / and
f W RC! R be a .k;h/-convex function. Then
.i/ f is nondecreasing if .T /D Œr;1 (where r < 1).
.i i/ f is nonincreasing if .T /D Œ1;r (where r > 1).
.i i i/ f is constant if .T /D Œr1; r2 (where r1 < 1 < r2).
Proof. We have, for x > 0 and t 2 Œ0;1
f .k.t/xCk.1  t /x/ h.t/f .x/Ch.t/f .x/D f .x/:
Since .t/D k.t/Ck.1  t / and k is continuous on Œ0;1, therefore  is continuous
on Œ0;1.
In the case .i/ we get .T /D Œr;1, where r < 1. Let u 2 Œr;1 be arbitrary. Then
there exists a t 2 Œ0;1 such that .t/D u. This yields that
f .ux/ f .x/ .x 2 RC;u 2 Œr;1/: (3.2)
If now u 2 Œr2;1 then u1=2 2 Œr;1. Therefore, by the fact that (3.2) holds for all
x 2 RC, we get
f .ux/D f .u1=2.u1=2x// f .u1=2x/ f .x/
for all x 2 RC. By induction we then obtain that
f .ux/ f .x/ .x 2 RC; u 20;1/: (3.3)
Therefore, taking 0 < x < y and applying (3.3), we get
f .x/D f ..x=y/y/ f .y/;
which means that f is nondecreasing on RC.
The proof of the cases .i i/ and .i i i/ are similar. 
The above results do not hold, in general, in the case of convex functions, because
a convex function f W RC! R, need not be non-decreasing. But in the case of Orlicz
s-convex function this is true.
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Corollary 9. Let 0 < s < 1. Let f W RC! R an Orlicz s-convex function. Then f
is nondecreasing.
Remark 1. In the paper of Hudzik and Maligranda [15] was given an example
showing that the Orlicz s-convex function is nondecreasing on 0;1Œ, but not neces-
sarily on Œ0;1Œ. For the readers convenience we recall the example: let a;b;c 2 R
and let
f .x/D

a if x D 0
bxsC c if x ¤ 0:
If b > 0 and c < a then f is non-decreasing on 0;1Œ but not on Œ0;1Œ.
4. OPTIMIZATION
It is a very well known fact that every local minimizer of a convex function is a
global one. The same is true for .k;h/-convex functions under some assumptions.
Theorem 5. LetD X be a nonempty, open, k-convex set, where k;h W Œ0;1!R
are given nonnegative, continuous functions satisfying the limit conditions
lim
t!0Ck.t/D 0 and limt!1 k.t/D 1:
and assume that h.t/Ch.1  t /D 1 for all t 2 Œ0;1. Then every local minimizer of
a .k;h/-convex function f WD! R is a global one.
Furthermore if the function f is strictly .k;h/-convex (there is strict inequality in
(1.1) whenever x 6D y), then there is at most one global minimum.
Proof. Let x0 2 D be a local minimizer of f . Then there exists a positive real
number r , such that
f .x0/ f .y/; y 2 U.x0; r/ :
Assume that x0 is not a global minimizer. Then there exists ´2D, such that f .x0/ >
f .´/. Using this and the .k;h/-convexity of f , we have
f .k.t/´Ck.1  t /x0/ h.t/f .x0/Ch.1  t /f .´/
D f .x0/Ch.1  t / .f .´/ f .x0// < f .x0/ :
On the other hand, using the limit conditions, k.t/´Ck.1  t /x0 2 U.x0; r/, if t is
sufficiently small, which contradicts the fact that x0 is a local minimizer.
If f is a strictly .k;h/-convex function, and x 6D y are global minimizers, then
f .k.t/xCk.1  t /y/ < h.t/f .x/Ch.1  t /f .y/D f .x/;
which is a contradiction. 
Corollary 10. Every local minimizer of an Orlicz-convex function f WD! R is a
global one. If the function f is strictly Orlicz-convex, then there is at most one global
minimum.
Corollary 11. Every local minimizer of a convex function f WD! R is a global
one. If the function f is strictly convex, then there is at most one global minimum.
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